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Tumor drug delivery is a complex phenomenon affected by several elements in addition to drug or delivery
vehicle's physico-chemical properties. A key factor is tumor microvasculature with complex effects including
convective transport, high interstitial pressure and enhanced vascular permeability due to the presence of
“leaky vessels”. Current in vitro models of the tumor microenvironment for evaluating drug delivery are
oversimplified and, as a result, show poor correlation with in vivo performance. In this study, we report on the
development of a novel microfluidic platform that models the tumor microenvironment more accurately, with
physiologically and morphologically realistic microvasculature including endothelial cell lined leaky capillary
vessels along with 3D solid tumors. Endothelial cells and 3D spheroids of cervical tumor cells were co-cultured
in the networks. Drug vehicle screening was demonstrated using GFP gene delivery by different formulations
of nanopolymers. The synthetic tumor network was successful in predicting in vivo delivery efficiencies of the
drug vehicles. The developed assay will have critical applications both in basic research, where it can be used
to develop next generation delivery vehicles, and in drug discovery where it can be used to study drug transport
and delivery efficacy in realistic tumor microenvironment, thereby enabling drug compound and/or delivery ve-
hicle screening.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, myriad technologies have been employed to deliver
novel cancer therapeutics ranging from antibodies, cytokines, gene
therapy and traditional chemical drugs to tumors. Furthermore, drug
delivery vehicles ranging from viral (e.g., adenovirus, lentivirus) and
non-viral vectors (e.g., polymers, liposomes, nanoparticles) have been
developed [1–3] to enhance the delivery performance. The efficacy of
any new therapeutic in eradicating tumors depends critically on uni-
form and effective delivery of the drugs [4–6] to all the tumor cells.
The possibility of even a single cell to not come in contact with the
drug can lead to regeneration of tumors and even worse, one that is
drug-resistant [6–9].

High-efficiency drug delivery to tumors is a daunting challenge and
rendered difficult primarily due to the complexity of the tumor micro-
environment. The tumor microenvironment [9,10] is highly heteroge-
neous comprising of tumor and stromal cells (e.g., fibroblasts,
inflammatory cells) embedded in an extracellular matrix connected to
a vascular supply for nutrients. It also has gradients of cell proliferation
and differential regions of hypoxia and acidity. In addition, solid tumors
which account for more than 85% of the cancers have less than 10% of

blood vessels. One of the unique features of the tumor vasculature
is their leakiness as a result of the discontinuity of the endothelium
[11,12]. Studies using in vivo data have shown that the pore size of
the leaky vessels ranges from 100s of nanometer to a few microns in a
mouse mammary carcinoma [13]. In comparison, the vascular perme-
ability in normal tissues is typically less than 6 nm [14] with the largest
size of 150 nm in spleen endothelium [15].

Several in vivo techniques have been developed to study tumor drug
delivery. A commonly usedmodel employswindowed chambers in dor-
sal skin [16–18] or brainmodels [19,20] to studydrugdistribution. A rel-
atively newmethod is the use of systems like the IVIS® optical imaging
system (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) that can detect non-invasively
fluorescent tags in live animals. However, such in vivo studies are ex-
pensive and require skilled personnel due to the use of live animals.

In contrast, in vitro models are a cost-effective means to study and
screen drug delivery vehicles. In classical studies, the delivery vehicle
containing the therapeutic of interest (drug/fluorescent tags) is incubat-
ed with the tumor cells in culture. At regular time points, the cells are
analyzed either for uptake of the fluorescent tags or reduction in cell
proliferation as a measure of delivery efficacy. Improvements to mono-
layer experiments in tissue culture have led to the development of
in vitro methods which use multicellular tumor spheroids [21–23].
However, these static methods [24] do not account for transport across
the vascular endothelium and the complex microvascular network
structure observed in vivo. Furthermore, depending of the model, they
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rely exclusively on diffusion for the drugs to permeate the tumors and
do not allow real-timevisualization to study the diffusion of the delivery
vehicle and/or drugs due to the use of semi-permeable membranes. Re-
cent research has focused on the development ofmicrofluidic devices to
study cellular behavior under fluidic conditions [25–28]. Studies incor-
porating angiogenesis, tumor growth, invasion and tumor–endothelial
cell interactions have also been reported [29–35]. However, all of
these devices are not well-suited for the study of tumor drug delivery
vehicles in conditions representing in vivo scenarios.

In this study, we report on the development of a microfluidics based
synthetic vasculature assay that models the tumor microenvironment
observed in vivo. This synthetic tumor network builds upon our previ-
ous work where we developed a novel methodology for reproducing
microvascular networks digitized from in vivo images of rodent vascu-
lature onto amicrofluidic device [36–38]. Themicrofluidic device recre-
ates the in vivo tumor microenvironment encompassing (a) circulatory
flow in the vessels derived from in vivo morphology, (b) transport
across the leaky vessel walls based on engineered barriers between

the vascular and the tumor cells, and (c) delivery to 3D culture of
tumor cells across the interstitial space. The combination of these fea-
tures distinguishes the present synthetic tumor network model from
other in vitro models discussed above. Two nanopolymeric based gene
delivery systems were tested and the results were compared with
in vivo rodent data highlighting the predictive ability of themicrofluidic
device and assay.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Design of synthetic tumor network

The microvascular network digitized previously [37] was modified
to include regions for growth of tumors and the leaky gaps between
the vessel lumen and the tumor growth region. The largest tissue area
from the network was selected and the vessel wall adjacent to the
tumor growth region was modified in AutoCAD to include 2 μm size
leaky gaps, typical pore size found in MCa-IV mouse mammary
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Fig. 1. Design of synthetic tumor network. A. Concept. B. Schematic showing the vascular channels for culturing endothelial cells and the tissue compartment for culturing tumor cells.
C. Magnified view of the tissue chamber showing the scaffolds for the 3D tumor. D. Concept with side view showing the 2 μm leaky gaps.
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